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1 QUESTIONS

1. Define the recurrence equation used to compute Jµ(x). Provide a bound on
||Jµ(x)− Jµ

N (x)||∞. Explain through words why this bound is important.

2. Describe the main high-level characteristics of the RL problem given in Assign-
ment 1.

3. Define, for a given system dynamics f , reward function r and conditional distur-
bance probability distribution Pw , the corresponding components of the "equiv-
alent" MDP. Describe an algorithm which computes these components from a
given trajectory. How can you compute the sequence of QN -functions using the
"equivalent" MDP?

4. Explain with your own words the following statement: [...] if the estimated MDP
structure lies in an ’ε-neighborhood’ of the true structure, then, J µ̂∗

is in a ’O(ε)-
neighborhood’ of Jµ∗

where µ̂∗(x) = limN→∞ arg maxu∈U Q̂N (x , u).

5. For a given systems dynamics f, reward function r and conditional disturbance
probability distribution Pw , is there always an MDP structure to which the algo-
rithm defined in Question 3 will converge to when the length of the trajectory
increases? Motivate your answer.

6. What is a contraction mapping? What is a fixed point of a mapping? What can
be said about the set of fixed points of a contraction mapping?

7. Define the mapping H that corresponds to the recursive equation used for com-
puting the QN -functions. Prove that it is a contraction mapping.

8. Write down the Q-Learning algorithm using the temporal difference. Under which
conditions the sequence of Q̂-functions computed by Q-learning eventually con-
verges?

9. Give an example of learning ratio for which the Q-learning algorithm may in the
general case converge towards the solution of the Bellman equation and another
for which it may not converge.



10. Prove by using results related to contraction mappings that the Q-learning algo-
rithm converges.

11. Show an example of a mapping between bounded real-valued functions which is
not a contraction mapping. Justify your answer.
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